PRESS RELEASE
London, July 19, 2016
Motorola announces its first certified HD Voice™ cordless handset
SGW Global is pleased to introduce the Motorola CD1HD. Designed to deliver
the best in HD Voice with interoperability across the rapidly growing estate of
voice enabled home gateways certified to the international CAT-iq standard.
This will be the first of many certified devices using the DSP Group platform
to be released by SGW Global under this program.
SGW Global believes CAT-iq to be pivotal in the future of voice communications in
the home. The landscape of voice is changing. Global operators are making the
switch from fixed line networks to VoIP services, and with the launch of the
Motorola CD1HD, consumers will now have the choice of a HD Voice cordless
handset from one of the world leading brands in telecommunications.
With this shift in technology, perception of call quality by the consumer is also
changing – mobile calls are now delivered in HD quality. The Motorola CD1HD is
designed to meet these new expectations by bringing richer audio and a better
calling experience to the home.
For more information about the Motorola CD1HD visit sgwglobal.com/CD1HD
About SGW Global:
SGW Global specializes in the manufacture, design, sales and distribution of a wide
array of consumer electronic products and services.
Working with leading technology innovators, we pride ourselves on the creation of
world-class award winning designs and solutions. With a 20-year track record of
quality and on time delivery, we partner with dynamic pioneers at the forefront of
technological change in a constantly evolving market.
As a truly global operation, we have our Corporate HQ along with two
manufacturing centres in China, a European Operations Centre in the UK, and sales
divisions in Germany and Australia.
For more information visit sgwglobal.com
About CAT-iq:
CAT-iq is a technology initiative from the DECT Forum to standardise key voice and
networking technology in home gateways. CAT-iq stands for Cordless Advanced

Technology - internet and quality.
CAT-iq integrates the base station into the home gateway, giving it native IP
connectivity.
CAT-iq 2.0 enables consumers to make end-to-end VoIP calls with all the extras:
wideband HD voice quality, multiple lines and synchronized phone books.
Certified CAT-iq 2.0 handsets from different system vendors can be used on the
same certified base station. They are interoperable with other CAT-iq handsets and
gateways as well as being backward compatible to DECT GAP products.
About DSP Group:
DSP Group®, Inc. is a leading global provider of wireless chipset solutions for
converged communications. Delivering semiconductor system solutions with
software and hardware reference designs, DSP Group enables OEMs/ODMs,
consumer electronics (CE) manufacturers and service providers to cost-effectively
develop new revenue-generating products with fast time to market. At the forefront
of semiconductor innovation and operational excellence for over two decades, DSP
Group provides a broad portfolio of wireless chipsets integrating DECT/CAT-iq, ULE,
Wi-Fi, PSTN, HDClear™, video and VoIP technologies. DSP Group enables converged
voice, audio, video and data connectivity across diverse mobile, consumer and
enterprise products – from mobile devices, connected multimedia screens, and
home automation & security to cordless phones, VoIP systems, and home
gateways. Leveraging industry-leading experience and expertise, DSP Group
partners with CE manufacturers and service providers to shape the future of
converged communications at home, office and on the go. For more information,
visit www.dspg.com or contact Tali Chen, CVP Corporate Development, Tel: +1(408)
240-6826, tali.chen@dspg.com

